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0rdinary Magic for Xxtraordinary living:

The Power o[Transformative Ritual
Ritual Facilitator Deborah Roth will haae you belieuing

in nragic at tbe June 3 tneeting-and' doing some of your oun!

" Magic is simply the act of focusing one's intention to create

a desired outcome, whether it's a nurturing relationship, the

"perfect" job or vibrant health, says Ritual Facilitiator Deborah

Roth, MA.
Deborah will discuss the basic structure and ingredients of

transformative ritual and demonstrate how to create the sacred

space within which magic can occur, how to use the power of
symbols to manifest our intentions, as well as powerful,

practical ways to ground our dreams in reality at the June 3

meeting. Come prepared to engage in ritual "play" and activate

your "Inner Magician" !

Deborah holds an MA in Transpersonal Psychology and

Women's Spirituality. As a Life and Business Coach, she

works with people from all over the country, integrating over

20 years of experience in both the corporate world and the

esoteric/spiritual disciplines of Astrology, Tarot, and Earth-

centered ritual. She lives in New York City where she facili-

families wishing to mark important lif$

Deborah Roth
Thursday, June 3
Meditation - 6:30 p,m.
Lecture -7:15 p.m.
Workshop on June 5
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Lectures and meditations are held on



Ileaving a Path to llholeness Through

lltomen s Ritualand the ['our Hements

A workshop with Deborah Roth, MA

Saturday, June 5 from 10AM to 6PM
At the Unity Church of the Triangle,
524F,. Whitaker Mill Rd., Raleigh

Since ancient times, the four elements --- fire,
water, air and earth --- have been considered
the building blocks from which all things are
created. Just as we see their energies mani-
fested in the outer world, so, too, do they
express themselves in our inner world. How
we define our own personalities, how we
interact with others, how we assess our psycho-
emotional strengths and weaknesses can all be
traced to our innate elemental composition as

reflected in our birth charts.
In this all-day workshop, we will examine and

play with these elementai archetypes within the
safe container of a women's ritual circle. We will
explore their richness through meditation and
visualization, movement and song, and the
ancient arts of astrology and tarot. In the
process, we will: examine the psychological
meanings of the four elemental energies and
the magical connection that women share with
them; discover how we resonate personally
with each of those energies through specific
exercises; and create practical ways that we can
consciously embrace and use elemental magic

Advance registration is suggested by May 27
srnce astrologicai charts will be created for each
particrpant. The cost is $120 (which includes a

copy of your natal chart and elemental analysis)
and enrollment is limited to 20.

When: Saturday, June 5 at 10 am
Where: Unity Church of the Tiiangle
Cost: $120

For more Information, please contact:
Charlotte Edwards at 9191955-2683
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Private Sessions with Roth
Deborah Roth will also be available for
individual sessions Friday, June 4,
from BAM to 6PM:

-- Ritual Coaching -- create a unique
ceremony to faciliiate healing, mark
important life passages, or to manifest
your dream life, work, or love!

(1 hour: $90;1/2 hour: $50)

-- Astrological Counseling (Date, time, and
location of birth must be provided by 5 /25)

(1 hour: $120)

-- Tarot Consultation (with a psycho-
spiritual emphasis)

(1 hour: $90;1/Zhour: $50)

For more information, please contact:
Charlotte Edwards al 9191965-2683

JUNE'S ANGEL IS MEDICAL
INTUITIVE PETRINA GREEN
The Angel at the upcoming meeting in June is
Medical Intuitive Petrina Green, who has donated a
session of Yoga Therapy to the attendee who draws
the lucky number. Petrina uses Yoga Therapy,
CranioSacral Therapy and Reiki as part of her
healing practice. She can be reached atBSI-4428 for
appointments. Yoga is a practical method of self-
discovery which enhances self-awareness through
a combination of body-mapping, yoga postures and
breathing techniques. A typical yoga therapy session
begins with a full body visualization and drawing
exercise to help you become more aware of your
body and your personal needs. Then, Petrina will
reveal what she sees in your posture, your move-
ments and your energy field.

Reiki Open House
Open house on first & third Wednesday evenings,
8:40 PM. Anyone welcome. Free. Mary Mooney,
5109 Holly Ridge Rd., Raleigh. (91 9) 420-0104



$FI Spiritual Coach
By Dr. Kathi Ann Middendorf

Spiritually Based Personal and Profession Coach

Dear Spirit Coach,
I am lired of hearing about how we have to be positive.

With all of the horrible things going on in the world like in
Littleton and Kosovo, that would mean being a Pollyanna
and just pretending that everything is wonderful when it
isn't. It would just be lying to myself and wouldn't change
anything that has happened. How can being positive
make anything better.

Jane

Dear Jane,
There are three basic benefits for YOU in having a

positive outlook:
1) A lot of philosophers and spiritual teachers over time

have taught that "as you think, so it will be." There is
common knowledge that looking at the glass as half empty
or half full will CHANGE OUR PERCEPTION of what is
going on. In fact, it actually differentially filters the stimuli
that come into our system. We are subject to about sixty
billion stimuli a day. Without a filter system we would be
so overloaded that we would not be able to function. Our
beliefs form our filter systems. A filter system that allows
in the more positive stimuli will ultimately be more
helpful to your body, mind and spirit.

2) Researchers have said that we have about 45,000
thoughts a day, and 90"h of these thoughts are repetitions
of prior thoughts. About 7000 of these thoughts are self-
referent. Can you conceive of the power of these thoughts
to inform our lives? Psychoneuroimmunology is showing
that our thoughts have the ability to affect our immune
system-that negative thoughts depress it and positive
thoughts increase its level of function. So, again,
positive thoughts our beneficial to our well-being.

3) And, finally, you attract to you people and situations
that mirror where you are in consciousness. With a dark,
negative outlook you will attract dark, negative people
and situations. And, with positive, loving thoughts
you attract positive, loving people and situations.

Will that change what happened in Littleton and
Kosovo? No. Will it change the world? It can!

We will change the world by changing outselves,
one-by-one. The only thing we ultimately have power
over is our own self. If each person in the world chooses
to come from a positive point of view, the world can not
help but be a happier, healthier place in which to live.

Dr. Kathi Ann Middendorf
(ele) 785-3232 dr_kathi@msn.com

Ads (email or camera ready)
Business Card (3.5"x2") $15
Vertical Card (2"x3.5") $20
7 /  -Page Ad (2.5"x3.75") $25
7/3-Page Ad (3.25"x7.5") $35
1/2-Page Ad (5"x7.5") $50
Full Page Ad (7.5"x \0") $100
(Plus $15 design/rekeying charge, if the
ad needs to be retyped or designed).
For information on other sizes and
inserts, please call Kim Kasdorf at
833-4188.

Announcements (email or disk)
Up to 50 words: $15
Up to 100 words: $20
(plus $15 rekeying charge, if it needs to
be retyped)

Deadline for the next issue
is June 3.

Send your camera-ready ad or
announcement and pnyment to
Lightworks, L803 Chapel HiIl Rd.,
Durham,NC 27707 or effiail to:
kemp .w ar d@min dsp rin g. coffi

If your ad or announcement is NOT
emailed or camern-ready, please send

it on computer disk to saae the $15
rekeying charge.

Make checks payable fo Spiritual
Frontiers Fellowship.



L999 World Service Full Moon Meditations
Each month meditators gather to apply their mental and spiritual energies for
the upliftment of the planet. In this guided meditation, we link telepathically with
Hierarchy (the planetary heart center), Shamballa (the planetary head center), and

the astrological influences of the moment to draw in the forces of enlightenment

and the will to good. All seekers are welcome. Please join us at the following times

for meditation and discussion, held in North Raleigh. For directions and further
information, call Maureen Richmond at (919) 846 - 8554.

April 30
May 29

June 28

July 27

Aug, 26
Sept. 24
Oct. 24
Nov. 22
Dec. 22

(Friday)
(Saturday)
(Monday)
(Tuesday)
(Thursday)
(Friday)
(Sunday)
(Monday)
(Wednesday)

7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
5:00 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM

Good counselors & spiritual teachers can be hard to find. . .

Har Darshan brings the life experiences of many years of marriage,
raising two children, and a lOng personal illness to her insightful

perspective. She has had a deep spiritual practice for the past 20 yrs.
Here's what one of her clients has to say:
"Working with Har Darshan is good for the heart. Her consistency
and ability to meet me where I am has been amazing. She offers
a soulful guidance beyond psychotherapy. She helps me to access
my own wisdom. I have been amazed to see myself with more
clarity, and using the tools she gives me everyday."
Mention this ad to receive a $30 discount for all appointments
June 1 - 14. call 929-3755 to schedule.



Numerolouy: Birthdates Revels Destiny 0art 2)
The science of numerology can help determine

each person's purpose on the planet. As explained
last month the individual destiny or life path number
is derived by the birthdate. For example,let's look at
Donna Dutton's birthdate -- 6-27-1952. The month
is 6, the day is 27, or 2 + 7 = 9, and the year is 1952,
therefore 1. + 9 + 5 + 2 =26, reduced to 8. To compute
her destiny number: 6 + 9 + B = 23 = 5

Since we have already highlighted the destiny
numbers 7,2, and 11, let's explore the significance
of the destiny numbers 3,4 and 22 in this column.
While 1 is the number of independence and action,
2 syrnbolizes cooperation and receptivity, and the
11 signifies illumination. The key words for 3 are
self-expression and comrnunication, and for 4, are
self-discipline and order. Number 22ist}:.e master
builder.

NUMBER 3 DESTINY
People with the number 3 destiny number must

learn the power of expressing themselves. They are
often very creative and can be gifted in various
artistic pursuits. Their versatility can be frustrating
because it is difficult to focus on one of their diverse
talents.

Threes are natural performers and can become
show-offs. They often put a lot of emphasis on
theatrics and attractiveness. While they are usually
warm, friendly and sociable they can get so caught
up in the joy of expression and life that they can
become superficial and frivolous. Threes tend to be
good conversationalists, and communication is very
important to them. They were born to communicate
something important and can do this through artistic
creations and business endeavors as well as written
and spoken words. They must be careful to listen as

well as talk. Famous threes include such super
communicators as Hillary Rodham Clinton.

People with the 3 destiny have a tendency to deny
or play down how they really feel. They are more
concerned with giving the appearance that
everything is OK, even when problems are obvious.

NUMBER 4 DESTINY
While the 3 energy can be scattering, the 4 is stable
and solid. People with the 4life path must take

advantage of order, structure and systems to
accomplish their work. The 4 personality cannot
tolerate disorder or uncertainty and, because nothing
in life is certain, fours often become frustrated by
issues that other people find trivial. The energy of
this destiny number creates events and circum-
stances which enable 4's to learn craftsmanship,
practicality, industriousness, self-discipline, and
leadership. Throughout their life, they will experi-
ence people and situations that will teach the value
of effort, tenacity, simplicity, and reliability. They
thrive off hard work and patient attention
to detail.

The destiny 4 can be a path of great reward and
inspiration or it can be one of limitation and narrow-
mindedness - it all depends on what 4's believe is
available to them. They function best when they see
themselves as architects and builders of their lives --
they like their dreams to be constructed and
their plans laid out. With uncommon vision and
unwavering passion they see those plans through to
a satisfying conclusion.

NUMBER 22 DESTINY
Sometimes the 4 destiny is calculated as aZZ, a

master number. A person who claims the 22 vibra-
tion must learn the ultimate mastery of combining
the highest of ideals with the enormous power to
achieve the largest of material goals. TWenty-twos
operate on a higher wave-length than most people
and are extremely capable at whatever work they
choose. They are usually aware of their charisma and
abilities but not all of them can handle the power
they possess and experience a lot of nervous tension.
They are so aware, so perceptive and so talented that
they get frustrated at not being able to quickly put all
the pieces together. When a person harnesses the 22
potential he or she can attain on the greatest level.

(Stayed tuned next month for highlights on the
destiny numbers 5,6, and7.)

AlexSandra L. Lett
(97e) 774-5088
alexlett@aol.com

(C) AlexSandra L. Lett,1999



The Lahyrinth fiarden: A Sacred Space for llealinu

Nestled between the new learning center site and
the Rosebud Collection on the camPus of NC State

University in Raleigh stands a circle of 69 Leyland
Cypress trees towering 20 feet tall. On the southern
side, at a six-foot opening between the trees is a
simple stone path that leads in a single, circular route
to the center of the garden. Plants grow in the
spaces bordering the path-and sometimes between
the stones.

This sacred space is The Labyrinth Garden.

This unique garden can be found at the

]. C. Raulston Aboretum. The stone path
was laid about two years agoby a

group from SFF.

A sacred space, by definition, is a
place where two worlds flow into
each other: the visible and the invis-
ible. A labyrinth is a sacred circular
path evolved from a simple spiral that
brings centeredness and healing to all
who choose to walk it. It is a path with
only one way in and out, and
no high walls to conceal the path. The
center of the labyrinth can always be seen. It
allows a right-brained experience nurturing whole
vision, empathy, patience, organic unfolding and
movement, intuition, community and reverence for
nature. It is different from arnaze which is designed
to be a left-brained ptzzle having high walls, many
routes, and a concealed center.

The labyrinth is an archetype, a symbol found in
ancient cultures around the world, dating back at
least 4000 years. Our labyrinth design is a Classical
Seven Circuit Labyrinth. This particular design is

found on Cretan coins of 500 BC and in England on
palm-sized stone carvings in Rocky Valley, Cornwall,
that date to 1500 BC.

The largest concentration of Classical Labyrinths
is found on the coasts of Sweden, Finland, and
Estonia where Swedish fishermen walked them until
the end of the last century to insure a good wind and
a good catch.

Carl Jung called the labyrinth an archetype of
transf ormation. The transformation occurs during
and after walking the labyrinth. People in transition
periods find a calmer perspective, those with

untapped gifts to offer have their creative fires
rekindled, and walkers dealing with grief experience

Peace.
Walking toward the center is a process of

shedding and letting go, reaching the center is
symbolic of reconnecting with your own center,
pausing as long as you need at the center of the
garden, feeling the energy, and then walking out
gathering strength and energy to reconnect with the

world. You might use this process to answer
questions, solve problems, heal or

express gratitude.
How you walk the path is a

choice: Children express great
delight with giggles and laughter
as they walk our stone path.
Some people are very quiet.
Often, walking the labyrinth
presents insights, metaphors,
images and dreams. How the

Iabyrinth works is a mystery.
The average walk takes about

a half to three-quarters of an hour.
Each walker should move at their own

individual pace; those walking at a faster pace may
pass those walking more slowly. Those walking in
will pass those walking out. The Labyrinth Garden
is open daily during the summer for all to walk from
8amto8p*.

The Labyrinth Garden Group maintains the
garden space by working with the divas and nature
spirits following the methods used at Perelandra in
Virginia and Findhorn in Scottland.

If you would like to join this group project or have
information about the origins and history, please
contact Larry Henson at 661,-8371.

-Natalie Sadler
The Labyrinth Garden Group

1



Unity Church ortne Tri?ngle
Office and Bookstore

524 East Whitaker Mill Road,
Raleigh, NC 27608
For information call 832-8324.
Dial-A-Prayer 832- 1 020.
Off ice/Booksto re Hou rs :

10 am-4 pm Monday-Thursday
11:00 am Sunday Service
524 East Whitaker Mill Road in
Raleigh, between Glenwood Ave. and
\A/ake Forest Road. Nursery, Childrens
Church. All denominations welcome.

MANDALA: TAPPING
THE POWER OF YOUR SOUL
IUIY 17,10 -4 & IULY 18,1-5
Experiential Playshop With

- REBECCA NAGY

Discover your symbology, how to
use color and symbol for transforma-
tion, healing, change, self-confidence,
develop creativity. Allow your Child
to come out and play! No art ability
required.

$90 by July, $110 after.

REV. REBECCANACY is an
Ordained Interfaith Minister, National
Seminar Leader, Life Coach, Artist,
former Fashion Designer of Jacklyn
Smith for Kmart and an inspiring
creative teacher.

HER PRIVATE SESSIONS

JULY 16 - 18 include:

.Life Coach or Spiritual Direction
counseling, $65 per hour,

. Intuitively painting and interpreting
your mandala, $130 each.

Re gistratio n: 979 -5 42-0260

Living Light Ministries
Reverend Beverly Fleming
11:00 a.m. Sunday Service

Laurel Hills Community Center
on Edwards Mill Road

between Glen Eden Road and Duraleigh Road
Reguiar Wednesday night classes

For information calI787-1168 or 834-9636
Your gift is your relationship zuith God.

Come share your gift with us.

Open House Reiki
2nd & 4th Weds. 7:30 pm. FREE. Curious and beginners
encouraged to come and discover this healing energy. Classes
and sessions available, too. Tll Kimbrough St., Raleigh
(off Whitaker Mill Rd.). Vickie Penninger (9I9) 828-0876

Feng Shui
Amazing changes in health, wisdom, cash flow and relation-
ships are not only possible but likely with the use of this
ancient Chinese art of placement. It's NOT what you have
or what it cost, but where it is placed and used. Simple /
powerful / wonderful! Residential and commercial visits.
Hourly rates. Suzanne Lewis Brown (919) 7BI-BIB1.

SHAMANIC PRACTITIONER
Maryphyllis Horn , lIEd, CMHp

919-542-0260
. SOUL RETRIEVALS

restore vibrancy, wholeness, missing soul
qualities, mem-ories. Faster, more reYiable

than other modalities.
r THOUGHT FIELD THERAPY

eliminates painful emotions faster than
NLP, EMDR, hypnosis. Long lasting.

e SHAMANIC SPIRIT IOURNEY INSTRUCTION
for deep peace, healing, higher guidance

. PAST LIFE REGRESSION
O ALCHEMY$YPNOTHERAPY



Chairperson

SecretarY

Treasurer

Programs

Healing & Meditations

Ref reshments

Fundraising & Public Relations

Newsletter Editor

Audio Services

Mailing List

URL

Kim Kasdorf

833-41 88 kasdorfj@ix.netcom'com
Dr. Kathi Ann Middendorf

785-3232 hm, dr-kathi @ msn.com
Larry Henson

661-8371 lhenson@earthlink.net
Steve Long

829-37 54 one.circle @ mindspring.com
Jim Boone

469-3466 or 677-8000 (w)

Vickie Penninger
828-0876 vickpenn @ bellsouth'net

Suzanne Brown

August 5: MONROE HEMI-SYNC
Lee Stone

Sept.2: MILLENNIAL CHILDREN NDE
PMH Arwater

With permission from our speakers, we make
audio tapes of Thursday night lectures and week-
end workshops. lf you would like a tape, please fill
out an order form at the donation desk on Thursday
nights. We need your advance payment to cover
our costs of duplication.

Subscriptions to Lightworks are free, although
we gratefully accept donations. After deducting
advertising revenues, it costs about $9.50 a year
to send you Lightworks. lf you enjoy receiving
Lightworks, please consider sending a donation
to help us cover publishing and mailing expenses.

lf you are moving or wish to discontinue your
subscription to Lightworks, please write to us or
call Kim Kasdorf at 833-4188.

781-8181 suzanne-lb @ juno' com
Kemp Ward

403-87 18 kemp.ward @ mindspring'com
Charlotte Edwards

965-2683
Kim KasdotJ

833-41 88 kasdot{j @ ix.netcom.com
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At Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship Raleigh, our
mission is to enhance the spiritual, mystical and
metaphysical awareness and consciousness of

our community by sponsoring programs that
facilitate personal growth and development and
a holistic approach to health and living.

Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship lnternational
Raleigh Area Chapter
P.O. Box 12773
Raleigh, NC 27605-2773
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